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There are the Sanctuarians at Trump Tower, March 11, 2017. There we are with the Korean flag, the 
American flag and the Japanese flag. Is that Mrs. Elder? Is that Elke down there, too? Well, praise God. 
Richard's down there, too. Nice. nice. Everything we do on the microcosm makes an impact on the macro. 
There's a connection. There's always a connection between the micro and the macro, folks. Guri, Korea 
has been dedicated March 12, 2017. Let's hear it for Guri. This is where the Family Fraud is demolishing 
the historical buildings and centers at the Guri Training Ground. A lot of you got Blessed there; but, now, 
they totally demolished it, and they're selling it, whatever. A whole group from the Guri Church have 
been listening to us, and realized we were telling them the truth; but, there in the structure, so they have 
all this pressure and all those things, but they saw now with their own eyes the Han Mother and the 
Family Fraud. They're there for profit and all those things. They're there for as long as they can. That's all 
they're there for. A whole group of them said, Nope! We're not going to be there anymore; so, God is 
moving there. 
 
Let's go to our Scripture, today. We're in Acts 28. So, this is the fifth time of the Kingdom Scripture in the 
Book of Acts. Paul is preaching in Rome under guard. Let's start at verse 17: 
 
Paul Preaches at Rome under Guard 
 
Acts 28:17 Three days after Paul's arrival, he called together the local Jewish leaders. He said to them, 
"Brothers, I was arrested in Jerusalem and handed over to the Roman government, even though I had 
done nothing against our people or the customs of our ancestors. 18 The Romans tried me and wanted to 
release me, because they found no cause for the death sentence. 19 But when the Jewish leaders protested 
the decision, I felt it necessary to appeal to Caesar, even though I had no desire to press charges against 
my own people. 20 I asked you to come here today so we could get acquainted and so I could explain to 
you that I am bound with this chain because I believe that the hope of Israel -- the Messiah -- has already 
come." 
 

21 They replied, "We have had no letters from Judea or reports against you from anyone who has 
come here. 22 But we want to hear what you believe, for the only thing we know about this 
movement is that it is denounced everywhere." 
 
23 So a time was set, and on that day a large number of people came to Paul's lodging. He 
explained and testified about the Kingdom of God and tried to persuade them about Jesus from 
the Scriptures. Using the law of Moses and the books of the prophets, he spoke to them from 
morning until evening. 24 Some were persuaded by the things he said, but others did not believe. 
25 And after they had argued back and forth among themselves, they left with this final word 
from Paul: "The Holy Spirit was right when he said to your ancestors through Isaiah the prophet, 
 
26 'Go and say to this people: 
When you hear what I say, 
you will not understand. 
When you see what I do, 
you will not comprehend. 
 
27 For the hearts of these people are hardened, 
and their ears cannot hear, 
and they have closed their eyes -- 
so their eyes cannot see, 
and their ears cannot hear, 
and their hearts cannot understand, 
and they cannot turn to me 
and let me heal them.' 
 
28 So I want you to know that this salvation from God has also been offered to the Gentiles, and 
they will accept it."[i] 
 
30 For the next two years, Paul lived in Rome at his own expense.[j] He welcomed all who 
visited him, 
 
31 boldly proclaiming the Kingdom of God and teaching about the Lord Jesus Christ. And no one 
tried to stop him. 



 

 

 
Amen! That's a very interesting passage. He just landed on the island of Malta. There was a shipwreck; 
and now, he just gets to Rome, and starts living there for the next two years and continues to preach the 
Gospel. It's interesting. Paul, he calls upon the Roman government. He's blamed by the Jewish sects that 
are there that he's spewing blasphemy; and, even he's saying he's the Messiah, they say he's not the 
Messiah; all those kinds of things. 
 
Paul is out there witnessing to them and trying to testify. Eventually, he gets pulled before the court; and, 
they say, "No, he's got no sin. He's got no crime." The Jewish leaders say, "Kill him, kill him, kill him;" 
and, eventually, he appeals to Caesar, okay. He's on his way to Caesar, and he appeals to him, and he 
explains why all this ruckus. 
 
Now, it's interesting, as Paul is teaching the Kingdom. In both the last verse, and previous verse, he 
testifies to coming of the Kingdom of God from the previous verse using the law of Moses and books of 
the prophets. He runs into opposition; as, they were having difficulty in believing that their Jewish 
Messiah was Jewish. He's running into those walls, those spiritual walls. He quotes from Isaiah here, 
eventually saying here, that, not only is it going to be offered to the Jewish people, but it is going to be 
offered to the gentiles, to the entire world, to the entire humanity. Gentiles mean non-Jewish people, even 
pagans, etc. The Gospel will be allowed and offered to all of them. It's interesting, because he appeals to 
the Roman government. He does appeal to it. 
 
Look at also Trump and all the people who supported him. He does appeal to it through Trump and this 
entire revolution, because we had the second revolution, but it wasn't a violent revolution, even though 
they're trying to make it a violent revolution. They're preparing it on the left side. There preparing for it. 
 
Did you see this Texan guy at Cal, Berkeley? He had a sword. He had a Captain America shield. He had a 
gas mask. He had an entire helmet; and, when these lunatics started to attack him with a stick, he was 
prepared for it, because he had a sticky stick, too. So, he had like twenty people attack him at once. He's 
got his shield and his mask on, because they pepper spray, you know. You stand there with a flag, and 
they just spray you in the face, right. That's an assault. That's against the law, if they're doing anything to 
you. 
 
This Texas guy, just smashes one these guys on the head, one of these anti-Trump guys, who are trying to 
intimidate these Trump supporters, right; and, he smashes one of these guys on the head. I mean, the pole 
broke, he hit him so hard. But again, they're threatening his life. These guys have twenty people with 
sticks. Yeah, you can hit back; but, it's so sad. A Texan had to drive or fly all the way to California, to 
teach one of these Californians what to do. This is how pathetic California has become. A Texan, and he's 
a skinny Texan, he's not one of these big old Texans, like a John Wayne guy. He's like 135 pounds, okay. 
He had a Captain America shield on; and, the guy was ready. If I'm gonna be insulted, then I'm gonna 
have to fight back, and it went viral; it just went viral. But, people were standing up. 
 
They're trying to foment a fight, an actual fight. As the weather gets warmer, just like we said, you can 
see they're riots, actual violence coming up, that's paid for, that's all being paid for, to destabilize the 
country. This is all to delegitimize Trump, to destroy him at any cost, and cost, okay; but, it's interesting, 
when those trying to stop Trump, it was the good honest people that said, no. We don't want to have a hot 
war. We don't want a war with Russia; and, we don't want a war here, and we appealed to not only the 
Internet, but we appealed to our political process. 
 
All of us went out and voted. We went out and passed out the voter cards. We did everything we can; 
because, we do not want just unabashed death on the streets, right. Normal people, who are not 
psychopathic, don't want that in their streets, right. So, all the people who supported Trump from the 
micro to the macro, if anything, I'm just going to go out and vote. I'm going to do anything to be a part of 
this Caesar, you know what I mean. 
 
But, we want to bring somebody in, who can change this whole establishment system. That's how Trump 
was able to win this historic, epic battle; but, folks, we had this historic battle. It is a revolution that has 
been going on; and the lunatic left, because we lost in overwhelming numbers, even though they had 
illegal voting fraud, even though they had illegals voting. Trump says two to three million voting. Some 
of the experts say five to eight million voting. Anyways, in the million voting, which is illegal, by the 
way; but, even with all that, the tsunami was so great, that they even had to admit that they lost. So, look 
what's happening. That they even had to admit that they lost. 
 
Look what's happening. Even though they lost, they were saying, "Oh, how dare the Trumpers. If you 
though you lose, you're gonna try and say Hillary is not the President, if he gets in. Now, the sides are 
flipped, and Trump is in; and, they are doing everything they can to derail everything he does, everything. 
 
Think about it The heart of the one who loves God, we don't want to just bully people into Christ. Paul is 
not there to say he wants to take over the Roman government. He is at this point, since he being 



 

 

persecuted by the Jews, he was appealing to the Roman government; and, that in a sense, is what we had 
to do here. We don't just want to bully people into Christ. Paul is not saying, 'Hey, let's take over the 
entire Roman government." Paul is there at this point, because he was being persecuted by the Jews, he 
was appealing to the Roman government; and, that's in a sense, what we had to do here; because, we 
didn't want it to go violent, we didn't want it to go hot, even though they are pushing us to go hot, and 
they are still trying to get to push into a hot war, now – a hot civil war, now, with George Soros funding. 
 
But, the process which we got Trump in, no, let's give it one more chance, because we almost lost it. We 
almost lost it this time; but, let's give it one more chance, all the patriots, all the people of God, the 
evangelicals, especially, came out in numbers and droves, saying, "Hey, we don't want somebody who is 
going to build Satanism on top of our heads, okay. Force transgender bathrooms for our children, to build 
diaspora, mass psychological illness of our country put on the young kids. We don't want the gay, the 
pedophilia that's coming down the pipeline with Minor Attraction Syndrome being put on our young kids 
decriminalized. We don't want the baby killing, the gay abortion cults. We don't want that. Even though 
he's unpolished, we're going to vote for Trump; and, they came out and voted for the Abel side, okay! 
 
Now, it's interesting, in that whole realm, during this whole ordeal, we not only had this Movement in 
America with the microcosm and macrocosm, but again, it not only spread from Europe and other places, 
but to the East. Let's go these pictures in Korea. I forgot to show you this. Last week, the Korean Church, 
Sanctuary. The Family Fraud already shown that they are with Satanism. There complete little prostitute 
not standing up for anything. It is only our Sanctuary people being able to help since last month. It is only 
our Sanctuary people getting out on the street. They come to realize that the left and the Communists 
were taking over; that the impeachment, the whole issue with the impeachment was a political drama that 
is playing out in front of everybody; so, everybody thinks they have a choice between two parties. 'Oh, we 
got to get rid of this lady, so we can vote in another party." 
 
See, the Koreans are like where the President was with Obama. America has not yet woken up to the fact 
that there was a two-party duopoly. There were two parties; but, they were funded by the same people. 
The same global banking cartels. The same George Soros. The same Rothschild group were funding both 
parties. That's got to come out. Not only the liberal lunatics were funded by George Soros, but also Paul 
Ryan and Lindsey Graham. Their information finally came out. We reported that on The King 's Report. 
They were also funded by Soros as well. They were funded by executives at Soros' organizations. 
 
The Korean Sanctuarians went back, and they started fighting for their country. They start taking up these 
rallies, these South Korean flag rallies, okay; and, of course, they got the direction from Father very clear, 
not only do have to hold up the Korean flag, but you should hold up the American flag, okay, because 
China will look at the Korean flag and just laugh. You have to hold up the American flag, and of course, 
the Trump sign. The face of terror for them is Trump. The face of destruction and abomination is Donald 
Trump; so, you have to carry Donald Trump's picture through the streets. 
 
So, we were the only ones out there. Our Sanctuarians were the only ones out there, when Mattis came in. 
There were the leftist commies out there saying, "Mattis go home. We don't want you, blah, blah, blah." 
We were the only ones out there doing a counter demonstration, okay. We started at that rally. That 
wound up getting on Mattis' Facebook page, those pictures. 
 
The next time we went out, we had an incredible miracle. It kept going like this. We were the only ones 
out there with these huge banners that were prepared. Here are some pictures from Seoul and Tegu. Here's 
from the southern part of Korea doing pro American-Korean Alliance Trump rallies out there in southern 
Korea, okay. 
 
The second time out, organized, hundreds came out. There were million, total; but, from our side, 
hundreds. We were out there with hundreds, and we were going to be a part of this. We wanted to make a 
spiritual condition on the micro. Who knew we were the end of the line. They the announcer came out 
and said, "Folks, turn around one hundred eighty degrees. We're marching the other way." Our people 
were at the end of the line, okay. Now, they said we're going to march the other way; and, just like the 
Bible says, "The first shall be last, and the last shall be first." Boom! They switched. Now, our people are 
in the front. They're up in the front. This was like two-three weeks ago, okay. They're up in the front in 
Seoul. Now, they're up in the front. Who's holding Trump pictures in Korea? Nobody, nobody. Nobody's 
holding up big Trump pictures in Korea. 
 
So, we had these huge banners saying, "If the US-Korea Alliance breaks, we will become a vassal state to 
China," okay. That's up in the front. Literally, when that miracle happened, "The last will come first, and 
the first will be last," and we ended up being in the front of the line with Trump pictures there, and we 
had big American flags. That got on NBC. That became national news. I'll show you the pictures. It 
became international news. It was carried by the LA Times, and all these people, right. Then, the next 
time they went out, they thought, "Well, last week was a miracle. They thought, this week it would be 
more subdued. Let's just be humble about it, and lets just be part of the rally." The one after that, like five 
million people came out, okay. Five million people came out. So, they just experienced a miracle the 



 

 

previous week of "the first shall be last, the last shall be first, so let's not get up our hopes to high. Let's 
just lay low, and let's just be there and make the condition. When they get there, it's now a five-million-
man march. They get there with bigger American flags. They got huge Kingdom flags up. In the picture, 
look how many American flags? They only had the Korean flags. Because our Sanctuary people came out 
there with big American flags, and small American flags were distributed, every week more and more 
American flags started showing up. It eventually got onto the podium. The podium was where they had 
the professionals. The people from the Conservative side, whatever, when they started talking, they didn't 
have the American flag up there; but, now they started putting the American flag up there. They realized, 
we do need America's support. We can't do this alone, right; but, they were not clear before the Sanctuary 
people were there. They just were not clear. First, five flags, the American flags. They got Trump's 
picture. This is not Seattle, folks, this is Seoul, Korea. You understand what we're doing? From this little 
place in the wilderness of Pennsylvania, you've got this worldwide movement emerging. 
 
In Japan, also. Last week, nobody's protesting in Tokyo. Here's one of those brothers. He was involved in 
that. I saw them marching throughout the city in Tokyo. They marched through everywhere. There were 
like hundreds of Sanctuarians marching through the streets. They were opposing, everywhere, the 
impeachment of President Park; but, not only that, they were marching for the American-Japan Alliance. 
You know, they were doing the rally. There they are right there with pictures of "Japan loves Donald 
Trump." (a picture was shown) I mean, this is Tokyo, Japan. This is not Washington, DC, alright. Our 
people are setting the tone, because they know Asia is under tremendous threat, the demons; because, 
Asia is under real threat, the power bloc there. 
 
They haven't impeached Mrs. Park, yet. The whole nation was under political duress Korea's now 
experiencing. Japan wasn't in this huge political upheaval, that Korea's now experiencing, right. They had 
not impeached her yet, Mrs. Park. They were under this political duress; so, in Seoul Square, you had like 
five million people there, okay. So, in that rally, the people remembered us, the organizers; so, they asked 
us to come up to the front; and, we wound up on the NBC national news. 
 
So, really, they had witnessed miracles from heaven, literally, happening before there very eyes, because 
they started shaping the nature of the atmosphere of those million-man marches. They said, "No, no, no! 
We can't just go with the Korean flag. This can't be an ego trip. This has to be Providential. We have to 
connect this to Providence. They were the only ones out this with big American flags, and now they could 
make bigger Kingdom flags. Big Donald Trump posters, walking through the streets of Seoul, Korea. 
Unbelievable! 
 
So, they had this, and they could see the Spirit of God moving. They could see so many more people 
connected, and through these connections, they could see the sharing of the Kingdom Gospel. Through 
this, they could eventually share the Cheon Il Guk Constitution, okay. 
 
So, this past week, all of you heard it. This past week on US time, was it Wednesday, no Thursday 
service, Park Guen-Hye was impeached by the Korean Constitutional Court. So, of course, spiritually, our 
entire Korean brothers and sisters were devastated, because they stood up with the conservative 
movement to try and strengthen the American-Korea Alliance. At the same time, they got pulled into 
don't impeach President Park agenda. That was a big part of that whole movement, okay. 
 
The point is this: They may feel depressed now, they may feel down, now; but, they have to realize, it 
wasn't about President Park. Number one, they're fighting against a massive, massive judgment that is 
upon Korea, right now. The Han Mother has fallen. She has betrayed Father. She has turned away. She 
has stolen. She has usurped, which is an international crime. She has brought a tremendous curse upon 
Korea. No, I tell you, nobody in Korea, when we told them three-four years ago, because of what the Han 
Mother has done Korea will be cursed. Who, who three-four years ago, thought Korea would collapse like 
this? Nobody! There was nobody. They thought I was plum loco. Now, even though they think were 
crazy, they could see Korea actually imploded. They can see it with their own eyes, this nation is 
crumbling, okay. 
 
What our brothers and sisters must remember, and we made an emergency broadcast. On Wednesday, I'm 
going to talk to them about it. It's not about President Park. It's not about the impeachment, etc. That's 
unfortunate that has happened. It's about following the Will of God, okay. It's about following the Will of 
God. Yes, as Korean people, we would hope it doesn't get taken over by the left, which is totally allied 
with Chinese Communism, totally allied with them. We know that they are allied with the left, because 
the Chinese do feasts for them. They just open the doors for them to come in. Only the left party, okay. 
 
But, again, they're in the same situation as political sabotage, political fraud. It's the exact same situation 
we were in. We thought there was a Democrat Party and a Republican Party. We thought the Republicans 
really screwed up; so, we thought, let's go with the Democrats this time. The Democrats thought, we're 
really sick of the Democrats, let's go with the Republicans. No, no. You see, this is how the global elites 
architecture control civilizations. This is how the global elites control two different parties, and they allow 
for different social agendas. They allow that to make it seem like its two parties fighting with each other, 



 

 

but what's happening, they are funded by the same fools. Do you understand? They're funded by the same 
people. 
 
So, you can see it, whether it was after the CIA takeover of the American government from the Clintons 
on. From big daddy Bush on. He was the head of the CIA. From Big Daddy Bush on, you could see it. 
Every single President, whether it was Daddy Bush, Clinton, baby Bush, Obama, etc. They're the same 
deal. They're the same deal. The same deal. Each of those Presidents wanted to grow the size of the 
Archangel. They don't show it. You see the Republicans say, "Oh, we want small governments." They're a 
bunch of fat faced tongue chewing liars. They only say that to steal and defraud people, to steal their vote. 
They are growing government at the same rate. Sometimes, faster than the left, with these endless wars 
they keep pushing us into, and these crazy war mongers like, John Bolton and Lindsey Graham and Paul 
Ryan. It's a two-party duopoly. It's made you believe you have a choice. It's pretending that you have a 
choice. The population is so dumb. Let's just make parties. Will take over both. Will fund both; but, let 
them fight with each other. Make them think there's two sides. Meanwhile, keep funding both sides; and, 
you see, whatever side goes, you see the growth of the bureaucracy. You see the growth of the beast. You 
see the growth of demonism, Satanism, actual Satanism coming. As the beast grows, it doesn't matter 
who's in power, the civilization becomes more and more satanic. It is Trump, who is the outsider, who 
they all hate, left or right, they all hate him. That's a sign. That a great, great sign, because they all hate 
him so bad. They're biting their tongue. The Republicans have to at least put on a face to pretend their 
working with Trump, even though Paul Ryan's trying to sabotage him at every single corner. 
 
So, our Korean brothers and sisters have to understand, no, we need this President, we need that 
President. You have to understand, you're in a fight, which is colluding with a spiritual power. There 
colluding with this person, and that person. You have to understand, you're in a fight at every single 
corner. There colluding with a spiritual Satan, which is not only trying to take over your country, but all 
the countries. They don't want sovereignty. The don't want the sovereignty movement to come to Korea. 
 
Of course, it's not going to come to Korea, at least in the dramatic way it came with Trump, because of 
the microcosmic fall. The Cheon Il Guk revolution of sovereignty was supposed to start in Korea. Father 
had all the foundation prepared. Eight years ago, Kook Jin Nim was warning us about China. We had the 
top connection in the entire government. The entire elite structure was coming over. Why? Yes, there was 
going to be some elites that would go to Satan's side; but, we would be able to split the elites, which is 
essential. The elites have to be split into the Cain and Abel side. They have to be split between God's side 
and Satan's side. That's how revolutions, true Abel type revolutions can occur. That can't occur from the 
ground up like the French revolution. They can't. They have to be from the elites splitting, just like the 
founding fathers in America. They were elites, too; but, they split from the elites in Britain and Europe. 
They said, "No, we're not going to create that civilization. The ground up revolution always lead to 
Communism. They always lead to Populism in the wrong way towards Communism; and, it's where you 
had the split in the elites. If the Han Mother did not fall, if the Han Mother acknowledged Father's 
kingship, if the Han Mother supported the Second King, the Successor and Heir to Father that he 
appointed, were in the position to start Cheon Il Guk from Korea, to unlock the Constitution from Korea. 
 
We had the Washington Time. We were bringing in Stossel, who was a main Libertarian. We were 
eventually going to bring in Alex Jones from Info War, Breitbart, all these people. They were going to be 
a part of the Washington Times, work together with the Washington Times, Noticias Del Mundo, Segye 
Ilbo, the entire media foundations worldwide that we had was going to be utilized. The entire network 
that Father created was to be utilized to expose and destroy and dismantle and separate the elites into 
God's camp and Satan's camp. We would only have boosted. We would have only supported the 
Alternative Media, so they could have larger platforms to reach out, and we would have been right up 
there in the revolution from Korea. 
 
The strong Korean lecturers were already permeating through. The strong Japan lecturer were already 
permeating through. Kook Jin Nim's and I have already met Abe. We already met Park before she became 
President. He met with the Speaker of the House. He was coming to his factories. The top politicians were 
coming to his factories to see what he was doing. God had put us in a position, where literally the 
Kingdom of sovereignty could start; and, the blessing would have gone to Asia. As Father said, it was the 
Pacific Rim Era; but, because of the Han Mother, we know the microcosmic lead the macro, because of 
her fall led to her betrayal, because of her greed, because of her narcissism, because of her power lust, she 
through that all away to deify herself; and, of course, now, she failed. She collapsed. The whole Church 
has collapsed. 
 
The Japanese Church has reduced their districts from 24 to 11, now. The Japanese Church is collapsing; 
and, all the Family Frauders know what that means. No more money, you little greedy prostitutes. You 
little self-serving money launderers. That's all they were there for, anyways. They exposed themselves 
through this ordeal, who was real, who was fake. Who really loved Father, who loved the money. They 
got exposed. 
 



 

 

So, on the microcosm level, they are fighting against a curse that has come down upon Korea, which 
nobody believed that would fall upon them. In three years, you would see this unprecedented collapse, 
unprecedented political upheaval, which would lead to the uprooting, the impeachment of the first woman 
President. Oh, we were told, because she's a woman, the country would get better, she's a woman – 
remember we were told this, internationally, if we put a woman in charge, there'd be no more wars, there's 
be prosperity. Remember, we were told that? This is ridiculous. Give me a break! It's a delusion; and, we 
see that whole hatred of the masculine, the hatred of the man, the hatred of the Father, manifested itself, 
then collapse on the micro and the macro totally collapsing. 
 
Now, amidst all that, our Sanctuary brothers and sisters are trying to fight for the nation, they're trying to 
fight; but, they have to understand the Fall has already been committed. There's huge cosmic sin that has 
already been committed. So, obviously, we salute them, we are praying for them; but, also, at the same 
time, we're not surprised. We know it's emotionally devastating for them. The point is, they're living not 
just for the prosperity of the nation. We, as Christians, must live for God's Will, and for His purpose. The 
prayer says, "Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done," not my will. It's thy will. 
 
So, if it is God's Will that Korea will be subsumed into China, it will be unified, but in a communist way. 
Then, the Korean brothers and sisters are going to have to accept that. Now, I'm not saying that have to 
become Communist. They have to accept that is part of their reality; and, of course, being in God's Will, 
just like the diaspora, they have to flee, otherwise they will be killed. The point is, we must move along 
with God's Will, that His Will be done, even though it doesn't turn out how we would want it. 
 
Now, in America, we're blessed. We were blessed bigtime, here. Everybody said, we were lunatics, when 
we brought on 9/11, when we brought the experts here. Our Commissioner even came, "Hey, this is 
controlled demolition." Then, you see, everybody said it was nuts. Everybody said we were crazy, when 
we stood up against the Han Mother. Everybody said we were crazy, when started supporting Trump; and 
then, he comes out about 9/11, and that's how they got rid of Jeb Bush. Everybody thought we were crazy, 
when I announced Pennsylvania will determine the Presidency. They said, "You're freakin' crazy." What 
happened. Not only PA, not in western, southern or north, it was northeastern PA, northeast Pennsylvania 
that put Trump into the Presidency. Why? God's Three Kingships, the victorious Cain and Abel of the 
Three Kingships are right here. 
 
There is a spiritual blessing here; and, that's why from this small headquarters, in the middle of the woods 
that they were laughing about – What was it those idiots were saying? "I'm the Prince with no clothes on 
in the woods." What was it they were saying. "The naked Prince in the wilderness." Remember that? 
Now, I got nothing wrong about be naked with the Queen. You understand what I'm saying? I got no 
problem with that. You understand what I'm saying? But, you know how they were trying to spin that, 
okay. 
 
But, from this small place, experienced worldwide, not only the Trump revolution, but now to the East -
The Sovereignty Revolution. Our Korean brothers and sisters have to realize, they are not fighting for a 
political party. We were not fighting for the Republican Party. Their all lying scumbags trying to sellout 
this country. We were standing up for Trump, because God had chosen him to be thee Cyrus, to be thee 
King that would come, and at least bring some stability back, that would bring some sovereignty back to 
this country. 
 
He was not part of that establishment. He was saying that 9/11 was controlled demolition in 2001. They 
had video of him saying that, because he sold skyscrapers, he built steel buildings. He said, "You can't 
bring it down with airplanes." Trump was saying that; and, it all started from there, because it was total 
deception. The lies of the archangel that were talking about; and, from that came the general noises that 
people were becoming distrustful of the Archangel in the West. People have come to know that the 
Republicans have sold out. We thought the Democrats were the sellouts; but, no, the Republicans, they 
were selling out, too. They were just talking about family values. They were just talking about, 'Oh, we're 
against Obamacare." Look at Ryan putting out his Obamacare light. He's not against Obamacare. He's in 
for the same substacies, the same taxes, the same personal mandates. Everything's still there. Same 
program, he just changed the name around. 
 
Oh, yeah! You see, that whole charade, that is, two parties that is fighting for you; and, you can choose 
between them. No, you can't. So, the Koreans have to understand, it's not about fighting for the 
Conservative Party. It's not about fighting for the Democrat Party. If, they don't understand my English, 
I'll talk to them, again, on Wednesday in Korean; but, they know. We told them to go in, and they'd have 
to reshape the Conservative Movement. They have to take it over, just like the alt-right has taken over the 
Conservative Movement with Trump. You have to bring somebody who's on the Abel side. Of course, 
that potential, that chance looks very dim now. 
 
We understand their suffering heart. We understand they have been fighting; but, again, they feel 
devastated by this. That's okay to feel devastated. It is devastating. It should only remind you of the curse 



 

 

the Han Mother has brought upon you and your people. It should remind you, when Providential figures 
fail, and go after power lust, it should be a lesson to all the future generations to see, to directly see. 
 
Then again, through this, if you Koreans have to flee your country, you have to do what God wills. You 
have to do what God wills. You can't make an ego trip, when it's not possible to stand and take back your 
country. It's greater than you sometimes, because there's a huge Providential curse upon them, that you 
have to follow God's Will. You have to follow God's Will. 
 
So, we of course are praying for them in Korea. We're grateful that Japan is standing with Trump; but, we 
understand, there larger demonic power, folks, that are behind this whole thing. The whole geopolitical 
region in the East is controlled by the entire demonic Chinese mafia there, encroaching continually into 
the Red Chine Sea, into the Philippines territory, into Vietnamese territory, etc, etc, etc. it's endless. 
Korean, Japanese territory, continuous. China is there as the big power bloc amidst the triad of power of 
Satanism, of real actual political Satanism in this world. The Anglo-Saxon banking cartels, they are the 
Western Satanists. You have the Saudi Arabian Wahhabi trying to resurrect the caliphate, trying to take 
over the Middle East. That is the satanic bloc in the Middle East; and, of course, on the Eastern bloc you 
have the last part of that triad, the Chinese dictator government, which oppresses 1.6 billion people, Asian 
people, and murders and organ harvests them, if they do yoga, a certain type of yoga, Falun Gong yoga in 
a park. 
 
We are not only encountering this in the East. We are encountering this wherever you may be. In Europe 
now, in Europe now, there is a top headline, a top news on Drudge and also Breitbart. Just yesterday, I 
believe, we have "Babble for the West: Protestors take down flag at Istanbul." "Erdogan compare rally 
ban to Nazism." Embassy sealed off" "The Netherlands is kicking out the foreign minister of Turkey." 
"Chinese Communist Party is hardening its rhetoric on Islam," because they want to consolidate under 
their Chinese system. You see, these super elites, they want the same things. They're like political 
Satanists. They want control. They're like big gangs that are running around, and will not share with 
another gang. Does that make sense? 
 
The want to consolidate power. They want to consolidate territory, you know, these little gangs; but, they 
also don't want to share, so they'll work together, if it's politically beneficial to wipe and take over this 
territory; but, then again, they're also fighting with each other to strategize a take it, a bigger chunk for 
their gain. 
 
"Anxiety growing over North Korea" "Assad thwarts invaders," etc. Just yesterday, a second bomb in 
Sweden went off. Another Islamic terrorist bomb. Germany had to just shut down a mall amidst another 
terrorist threat. Did you hear about that? You guys, in front, are from Germany. 
 
Another terrorist threat in a mall. Of course, this is what they've been told. We covered this many times. 
How the West was pulled into secularism, losing their roots to Christianity, converted through the 
Marxists education camp, which is the colleges and universities, indoctrinated to created basically a 
socialist structure, join the EU, which is basically like a Communist – It's like the Soviet Union, Europe is 
like the Soviet Union. Unelected bureaucratic governors, who can rule and make new laws for your 
country, even they're not part of your country. It's like the Soviet Union, the EU. The easiest way to 
understand is, the EU is like the Soviet Union. The European Union is the Soviet system. We know the 
Soviet system equals bad. European Union also equals bad. It takes way sovereignty from the UK, of 
Germany, of the Netherlands. They can't make their own laws. You understand? It's that bureaucracy they 
don't elect, which are selected among their friends; and, they are the ones who make the laws. You 
understand? That is a problem. That is a big problem that will always lead towards political Satanism. 
 
And of course, the whole West was told a lie. First, we were told have to multi-cultural, okay. Modern 
people are multi-cultural. We are open to all things, okay. There's no real good, there's no real bad. 
Everybody has the same path to God. I used to believe this crap, too, okay. Everybody who goes through 
college ends up believing this junk. It's total lunacy. Now that I think back upon it, some of my 
professors, these were among the ones who were actually Christian, they didn't agree with this. Oh no, 
they actually didn't believe in this; but, they were a smaller voice. The majority orthodoxy of the culture 
was, "No, No, all religions go the same path, the same mountain." No, they don't! No, they don't. They 
don't lead up the same hill. They don't lead to the same destination. 
 
This week, we saw the mainstream of Satanism, and the liberal lunatics attempt to use multi-culturalism 
in a negative way. So, there is positive multi-culturalism, and they say, "Oh, all religions are the same." 
There's also a negative way to use it in a negative fashion, in the opposite fashion say, "Oh, you think 
Islamic terrorism, there's extremism only in Islam? Well, there's extremism everywhere." See, they use 
that. The same multi-culturist argument, when point out, "No, no, no." These terrorist organizations seem 
to come from only one religion. They don't come from other religions. You see, the majority seem to be 
from one type of ideology, which the West know nothing about; so, on CNN this week, you had some 
nasty stuff. 
 



 

 

(video by David Wood criticizing CNN's religious series by Reza Aslan on cannibalism, where he 
ate human meat. He was sharply criticized as to why he would he the meat of another human 
being, understandably.) 

 
That was David Wood. He's one of the top Christian apologist against Islam. He debates the top Muslim 
scholars. The top. The top, top, top that Islam can produce, okay; but, he's also a brilliant social 
commentator, because he's also making the point, because Reza in on CNN, by the way. On CNN, the 
'Cannibal News Network.' You like that? Because, he's eating human brain. Reza wouldn't eat pork; but, 
he has no problem eating a human. I mean, how pathetic these elites are. They're so pathetic; and, in the 
end, the Satanism, the Satanists are connected to this. When you're believing in a cult theology or 
ideology, and you just have to transfer that energy and channel that energy to you, "Oh, human beings are 
just energy;" then, it's an easy conclusion, you will imbibe that energy. That's why, you see, it with a 
Transylvania monarchs. You see it with the British monarchs with Jimmy Savile. You see it with the 
BBC interview that we showed. Kook Jin Nim showed the Transylvania monarchs, where the girl was 
saying she was raped, and she had her babies killed and made her eat it. This is not only in Hinduism, this 
type of Aghori sect is not only in Hinduism, it is a satanic practice, of course, which is then being 
mainstreamed, and, "Oh, this is genuine religious scholarship. Oh, you have to experience everything they 
experience, so I can experience it." Oh, I guess Aslan will have to experience Jihad in ISIS, then. That 
would be genuine religious scholarship, then, wouldn't it? 
 
When, they use multi-culturalism, now, in the opposite way, they try to saying all religions are the same, 
when all religions are not the same. Now, they are trying to say, "Oh, all religions have bad stuff, too." In 
a religion you have psychopaths. It's five to ten percent of the population. The Aghori sect are 
psychopaths within the Hindu world. They're the psychopaths gathering there, eating human flesh; and, 
that point that David made is, yeah, it changes you. Yeah, you don't know who that was. That could have 
been baby, it could have been a child. It makes a difference. What you are eating is not just nutrient and 
energy. If that person was made in the image of God, if that person was the apex of God's creation, then, 
you just destroyed that. 
 
Now, I've seen that in Tibetan Buddhism, too, if anybody has studied Tibetan Buddhism. The whole 
drinking out of the skull. We mentioned that. In Korea, one of the famous Korean Buddhist monks, who 
transferred out of China, Won-Hyo, famously known. He was "enlightened, once." He drank from a bowl. 
He was so thirsty, he woke up, he drank from a skull and said, "Oh, I got enlightened." The point is, "Oh, 
I transcended all my common notions of good and evil. I transcended all my, all the things my mind has 
boxed and compartmentalized and has created. I transcended all that; so, I've become enlightened." 
Remember, we talked about this? 
 
The top level of enlightenment in Buddhism, or in most mystical traditions, "Being what? Transcending 
our common conceptions of good and evil." This is also what the Free Masons believe, with their black 
and white squares. That's for the low level of conscience of people. Higher level conscience of people 
have their third eye opened. Higher level people know they can transcend good and evil, folks. Ah, ha! 
What does that lead to? That's one hundred Satanism, folks. When you believe, you can transcend good 
and evil, you are Lucifer, you are Satan on Earth. You are a demon; because, it is not you who gets to 
determine good and evil, or can transcend it. It's the standard that God, Himself, comes from as the 
ultimate good. It's what the philosophers call the maximately good. God is the maximum good in all 
possible universes. 
 
There's a whole piece written on that by Alvin Petega on the that whole philosophical treatise. He argued 
with atheists about it. He wrote a whole book about it. It's a tome. I didn't read it, because it's such a big 
tome; but, Alvin Petega, I'm familiar with his work. There's a whole portion of apologetics and 
philosophy, who sees God, and makes an argument of the maximately good being in all possible 
universes, okay. It's from God, it's from that creative intelligence form, that created universe, is where we 
get the standard of goodness. From there, we can decipher anything that would be contrary to that would 
be evil; so, when you have the relativization of good and evil, you have fools, who are claiming they have 
transcended good and evil. They're simply saying, "I've become one with Satan." That's all they're saying. 
They're not special. They're not intelligent. They're not enlightened. They're stupid. They can try and 
dress it in all the different robes they want, they're still stupid. Their end goal is Satanism. Their end 
product is Satanism, and civilization they create will be satanic, I guarantee it. 
 
Tibetan Buddhism is very popular in the liberal circles in the West; but, of course, in the real history of 
Tibet the Dalai Lamas were terrible. There's murder, intrigue. One of them was a psychopath. I believe it 
was the fifth Dalai Lama; he was psycho. So, they have the modern ignorant west, thinking there's 
something Christianity will not offer them, because it's exotic and different in Tibetan Buddhism. It's very 
common to see Tibetan yogis and some of the famous Tibetan turn into wrathful deities. They have 108 
beads on a mala. The beads symbolizing the 108 realms of reality and/or conscientiousness; and, then 
each one of those beads are made by human skulls. Then, of course, drinking from human skulls in the 
esoteric or tantric, in the schools, the top yogis drinking from the skulls, is all I'm saying, is to transcend. 
The common notion is to transcend our social entrapment; and, of course, that's being sold as some kind 



 

 

of enlightenment; but, what kind of civilization does that create? It did not create freedom for the Tibetan 
people. It did not, even though the Dalai Lama has been so influenced by Western Christian culture. Thus, 
it's tried to push Tibet to be democratic, even though he's for disarmament, which, he's really not 
democratic. The history of the production of the Tibetan Lamas, the enlightened beings, what did they 
create? The same stuff. The created an elite class of monastic monks, which were actually the 
government. What did they produce? Did they produce freedom? Did they produce actual prosperity for 
the Tibetan people? No! They produced a centralized, archangelic religion. 
 
Not only Buddhism. Catholicism is the same. They produced a centralize state Christianity, segregated, 
separated from the actual wandering Christian communities that Jesus produced that were decentralized, 
that were not state run. You can see it now, with the current Pope, being completely one with the Council 
on Foreign Relations, being completely one with the top elites, pushing for taxes on the poor people, 
pushing for world class climate change, you know, doing the scare tactics. You can see, he's leading his 
total organization towards political Satanism, helping the political Satanists centralized power. Why? 
Because the whole Catholic Church is centralized in nature. You can't go to God, directly. You have to go 
through the priests. The priest is your father. 
 
That's why decentralized Christianity, where we see everybody made in the image of God. All of us are 
sinners, okay; so, you can't pretend you're the monastic class, or something like that. We are all sinners 
before God. When we repent, He forgives our sins. He cleanses us with the blood of Jesus. Then we can 
be saved. We can come into His Kingdom. We can deal with God, directly. It's that type of ideology, 
which then influences not only the Magna Carta in the twelve or thirteen century, but eventually the 
founding fathers, who through Judeo-Christian principles established the most prosperous, the most free 
country in the history of mankind. 
 
Of course, we saw that it almost got taken over by Hillary Clinton and the Anglo-Saxon banking cartel – 
the evil white people, the evil super white elites. Not the normal whites. They're trying to say all white 
people are evil. No, it's the super predator class that that's evil. Just like any other, it's not about rich or 
poor, white or black. No, it's the normal people versus the psychopaths. You can have a white 
psychopath, you can have an Asian psychopath, you can have an Asian psychopath. You can have a poor 
psychopath, you can have a rich psychopath. You can have all sorts of psychopaths. The point is, normal 
people have to unite, come together, and fight off the predator class. You see what I'm saying? The 
psychos, whether the black, white, Asian, the Chinese, it doesn't matter. We work together against 
centralized power, continuously, continuously. So, they are united, they're united in their front; so, we 
don't see that. It doesn't matter who you are. We work together as to whether you're standing on God's 
side or not. We see whether you're a psycho or not. That's what we see. 
 
That's why Trump, who is a billionaire was elected in by the blue collar working class. How's that 
possible in this socialist scheme of things? He's a super, up, up, up, upper class; and, he got elected by the 
blue collar workers, because they saw right through the socialist program, they saw between the class 
warfare. No, no, no, that's how they play you. About the psychopaths. You can still have a billionaire; but, 
if he's not a psychopath, he's still on our team. You see what I'm saying? 
 
He can fight for us to get rid of the psychos that are concentrating and concluding and centralizing power 
to them, the Satanists. That why in the end, I'm not saying all the people in the super elite are eating flesh, 
no, those that are in the occult in the super elite, like Sir Edward Heath. It just came out last month that 
the guy was raping children. Just like Jimmy Savile, it came out after he died that he was raping children. 
Sir Edward Heath, they say, he would murder the children, some five hundred – what, with the black 
assassins in there, the Royal Army, the black knights or something like that. He would have them slit their 
throats; and, then, he would have sex with them. He was a Jeffrey Dahmer, a real necrophiliac. He was 
one of those psychos ending up getting into centralized power. That's why they like centralized power; 
because, they can get up there, they can get away with their crimes, and they can concentrate all resources 
to them. You see what I'm saying? That's why they can concentrate Hell on Earth, Hell on Earth; and, 
that's why religions, too, also produces different societies. 
 
It wasn't Hinduism that produced the American Revolution. It was not. It wasn't Gandhi who did that. 
Gandhi was riding the back of the western American-European, then African-European revolutions. They 
produced the caste system. That's mainstream Hinduism. I'm not saying that all Hindus are racists, but 
they produced that civilization with the caste. It's a very radically different civilization. 
 
Buddhism didn't produce the American Revolution. They didn't produce the founding fathers. I mean, 
Kook Jin Hyung gave this incredible…we were meeting with some friends in this area over at his house; 
and, we were explaining how Martin Luther, it's been five hundred years since Martin Luther nailed up 
the thesis on the wall; and, it was from that revolution of thought, he said, "No, we're going to break away 
from this centralized Catholicism," and he had to take refuge with the Princes. What was it, the Princes of 
Bulgaria or something? The German Princes. That's right. The German Princes came to Martin Luther's 
defense, and they had arms; and so, they were defending Luther, and he was able to hide out in the 
castles, that still remain until this day; and, that revolution formed the establishment of the Lutheran 



 

 

Church, as opposed to the Catholic Church and the doctrine, you couldn't read the Bible. You had to go to 
the Priest to read the Bible. Luther said, everybody's got to read the Bible. We got to mainstream 
everybody. We got to let everybody see God's Word, direct. This kind of democratization of God was a 
product of the Protestant Reformation, that the Lord will come on the foundation of the Protestant 
Reformation. That's why the American founding fathers came on the foundation of the Protestant 
Reformation, preparing the way for the eventual Kingdom to be established. 
 
All religions are not the same; and, as they have the West this death battle, now, there of course saying in 
the West, the lunatic West, especially the strongest, trying to say that all religions are the same. Sweden's 
figured this out. Europe's finding this out. No, it not, all religions are not the same. The West is ignorant 
of these things. 
 
More and more, people in the West are apologists for Islam, who are western people, learn Arabic, 
practice Islam for nineteen to sixteen years, whatever, like this video I'm going to show from Ishmael Abu 
Adam. Reads and speaks fluent Arabic, came to the Jesus in 2016, after sixteen years, sixteen years of 
attacking Christians. Let's watch this video. It's amazing. 
 
(video of brother Ishmael, who discovered some variances between Islam and his personal beliefs. The 
title of the video was, "Why I left Islam." He spoke fluent Arabic, and for sixteen years was truly 
faithful.) 
 
You see, the West is not aware of this. These young dumb girls are just told, you know, in public school, 
which is government school. This just not aware of this, that they're the same. "Christianity and Islam are 
the same girls;" and, you have the feminist allying with Jihadis saying, "Oh yeah, we're the same as 
Christians." 
 

(Second video about buying and selling of slaves, especially blond hair and blue eye girls.) 
 
So, realities of the civilizations are just taking over Europe; and, Europe was told, "Oh, you know, just 
have an open heart. It's just multi-culturalism, remember. We're all the same. Oh, no, no, no. They're just 
like Christians;" and, of course, taking over the whole civilization. This is Sweden, where we've shown on 
the BBC taking over the whole civilization. We've shown these reports, where in one minute they're 
attacked. This is the reality, folks. This is why, you have these crazy college professors basically telling 
their students, if you dress really revealing, then, you know, you may get…it's their culture, it's their 
culture. You should be understanding for those who rape you. You should be understanding. It's just their 
culture. There's no culture better, there's no culture worse. Remember, you're a multi-culturalist. 
Remember that, child. You're a multi-culturalist." See, this is how they brainwash the people to become 
stupid and dumb. No proper brain function seen. There's no difference; because, when you can't identify 
who the predators are, and who are not the predators, then you are prey. When you have a healthy 
population, who can identify who are predators, and who are not predators, like real Christians, Christians 
who believe they can see good and evil, they can see the difference. They don't believe in relativism. 
They can transcend good and evil. They can see good and evil. They see the spirit of Satan. The can see 
the spirit of Baal. They can see the spirit of Asherah trying to create a civilization, where they murder 
children, where they break down marriage, where multi-culturalism let in predators like this. 
 
Now, that doesn't mean all Muslims are like that. Most Muslims have no idea what the Koran says. They 
have journalists, who know what goes on in the streets in the UK and in America, and he goes and 
interviews Muslims. They know nothing about the Koran, absolutely nothing. They literally think, I saw 
this one video, where you have this Muslim guy saying, "Yeah, Mohammad die on the Cross." They had 
this guy saying that. The Westernized Muslims, there here, and there just trying to make a living for 
themselves. They're not Koranic commentators, Koranic scholars. They go to their prayers, they listen to 
what the Imam says. That's why they're so easily susceptible to leaning to this way; but, that doesn't mean 
they want to do this kind of thing. But, the elites, the ones who want to do this kind of thing, the Saudi 
Arabia elites, the Wahhabis, oh, they have whole scholarships and schools breaking this down. See, the 
elites know, that Middle Eastern bloc of Satanism, they know Islam is not just a religion. It is a political 
movement. It is a political Kingdom, and it is a different Kingdom than from the Kingdom of Jesus 
Christ, and it is a different Kingdom than the Kingdom than the Lord of the Second Coming. It is a totally 
different Kingdom with a totally different result, which is a caliphate of total totalitarianism upon millions 
and millions of people. 
 
See, you'll know them by their fruits, you will know them by their fruits. Father said in 1984, his 
successor will release the Heavenly Law. He said, he won't do it, because my successor is doing to do it, 
because you will see them by their fruits. You will know what tree it is fruit; and, when you study this 
Cheon Il Guk Constitution, you will see the fruit. You will see what the tree is that produced the fruit of 
the Cheon Il Guk Constitution; and, you will see that it is radically different from any satanic system, 
radically different. 
 



 

 

This is what they want you to believe, if you believe the lie of multi-culturalism in a vale of ignorance, 
but you'll think smart. You'll have these literal, literal braindead children, these dumb kids, boys and girls 
dumb, who literally think they are smart kids, who know freakin' nothing, who actually lived in Islam 
sixteen plus years, who are actual Islam apologists. Top, top Western apologists debating the top 
Christian apologists for sixteen years. This guy's honest. His name is Ishmael Abu Adam. He's at least 
honest in the fact that I can't defend anymore, when I can't say that Allah and Jesus Christ are the same 
God. I can't say it. Actually, he tweeted a couple of months ago in late 2016, he tweeted out that he has 
repented of his sins, that he has come to the Lord Jesus Christ. I love it. One of the comment, he said 
something else, "Radical Islam commands believers to kill; where, radical Christians are commanded to 
love." It's a little different, a little different. 
 
Now, good Christians, true Christians, it doesn't mean lovey-dovey multi-cultural love. It's the love you 
learn in government schools, no, that's not the love we're talking about. Love is the way to the life. Love 
is speaking out against the evil. Love is speaking out to those who prey as a predator class, or psycho 
wolf class trying to prey on the lambs, see. Love is telling them, "Hey, you're being preyed upon." Love is 
not the government schools trying to tell them, "Oh, you just have to accept everything, including 
Satanism, it is the same thing. Oh, the Satan club and the Christian club, they're the same. Okay, children. 
They're just different expressions of the same truth." 
 
No, that's not the type of love Jesus was, or is talking about. He was condemning the Pharisees. He was 
damming the people of his age. He wasn't practicing no multi-cultural love. He was separating good and 
evil. He was condemning the money changers. He manufactured the whip. He was a weapons 
manufacturer. He made the dam whip that beat those fools out of the temple. You see that? It's a different 
type of love than the brainwashing multicultural love that they teach you. That's not the type of love that a 
true Christian is supposed to do. Just because we love humanity, we tell them the truth. We tell them, 
"Hey, you're going down to Hell. You're not going this way. You're going to Hell. You are following 
Satanists. You are going to Hell," not because we hate you, or we want to feel good about ourselves. 
Because, it's true. You are literally supporting people who will create Hell on Earth. You see? 
 
That's why Christian love is different than what multicultural love wants to tell you. It will tell you truth. 
It will confront you. It will say, "Look, I was like you, too. I was a sinner, too; but, I repented of my sins. 
I realize I was wrong." It's real love. It's real love, when people and patriots stand up in this country, and 
try to save it. That's real love; because, they're putting their necks on the line. There getting mocked by 
their friends, they're being defriended by anybody, who wants to be politically correct, and they're 
standing up to fight for the life of this country. You see what I'm saying? That takes balls, that takes guts, 
that takes a real man and womanhood. You got to be real pro-human to do that, to put your neck on the 
line, to be cursed by everybody, to be hated by everybody, and to put your neck on the line, because it's 
true. You see that? 
 
Their moral relativism is, of course, is collapsing. No civilization can be built on moral relativism. None! 
As you believe, and you can see it, it's unbelievable. It's unbelievable how the left is allying with radical 
Islam, protecting them. It's unbelievable. These stupid braindead girls, these stupid feminists are actually 
allying with the ones who promote Sharia Law. Like, the women's march was organized by one of the 
very radical Islamic, pro-Sharic Law women. It was a big part of the women's march. You got these white 
braindead girls taking their bras off, and try singing "Allah Akbar." You' be killed if you do that, you 
dummy, in an Islamic country. I mean, they are so braindead. It's unbelievable how ignorant they are; but, 
they think they went to a school, a university, they're so smart. It's unbelievable. Unprecedented. It's 
unbelievable; but, that's what political Satanism is. It is a stealth movement; but, then, it takes over, that is 
spawned from the father of all lies. 
 
He has to off sketch truth. Isn't it funny. Why these three groups; the banking cartel, the white banking 
cartel that's the super elite Anglo-Saxon class. Not the normal white people. There not bad; The Middle 
Eastern Saudi Arabian Wahhabist that take over all those Middle Eastern countries, them, too; and the 
Chinese Dictators. Why do they all hate Christianity, collectively? They all hate it. They all hate 
Christianity. They have less problems with Catholicism; but, they have a huge problem with evangelical 
Christianity. Why is that, huh? Why do they have a huge you-know-what to destroy evangelical 
Christianity? Isn't that strange how they all seem to know that evangelical Christianity is the real force 
against them? That's why they want you to believe that every white evangelical Christian is racists, and he 
hates you, and he's a Nazi, and go punch Nazis, and anybody who listens to Koranic verses is a 
Islamophobe. If you watched this video, you are a Islamophobe. All of you have Islamophobes, okay. All 
of you are Islamophobic, okay, okay. You're all Islamophobic. You're all racists. You're all misogynists 
 
You're all white supremacists. Look at all those little white boys. You're all supremacists. Look at them. 
You see this? This is insanity. Because you listened to an actual Muslim of sixteen years, who was an 
apologist, who actually gives you real Koranic verses in Arabic, you're a Islamophobic, okay. 
 
Now just Ephesians in the Bible says, expose evil and fight against Satan, and as the body of Christ stands 
up to expose evil, we see it does start collapsing. The lies, the weakness of it actually starts imploding. 



 

 

People see these videos of David Wood and Ishmael Abu Adam, okay, people start converting back to 
Christianity, because they realize they've been gamed. They been told lies. It is a different civilization. 
Not all civilizations are the same. Cannibalizing your neighbor and loving your neighbor, standing up for 
your neighbor, and be willing to die for him is a little different. There is a difference, and it is a part of the 
Christian to be able to discern. It is one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, by the way. One of the gifts is 
discernment, to be given the ability to discern; and, one cannot receive the Holy Spirit, unless you have 
received Jesus, unless you have received and been baptized in the name of Jesus. We need to accept Jesus 
Christ. We need to accept. Look at the Family Fraud. They can't even say Jesus Christ. You say Jesus 
Christ, they think you're some kind of racist. "Jesus, what a misogynist. Blah!" It is ridiculous. You can 
see the culture of Satanism has taken them over. "Hello, the Lord of the Second Advent, he's the returning 
Jesus, Hello!" How can you receive the Holy Spirit, if can't even say the name of Jesus? How can you 
walk in discernment, if you think saying Jesus' name is evil? How is it? How is that even possible? Jesus 
is the one that helps us discern what is good and evil. He is the light of the world. It is through him you 
see what is wrong with this nut, what is good, what is evil. 
 
If they can make you believe all the religions are the same, all the opinions are the same, all others have 
peace, it's just peace, no, that's a fake type of peace. It's a peace, where the predators can prey on the prey 
– free reign. You know, when true peace comes, it's like Reagan said, "Peace through strength." When 
people who have the ability to discern, and see good and evil, keep the peace. They keep the peace, 
because they are strong. That is why it is so important in Cheon Il Guk culture, where people who are 
truly on God's side, and living in line with God's law to be strong, to be part of the peace police and police 
militia, to be able to be empowered, to be able to unlock your epigenetics where you get to actually 
experience reality and become more powerful, understanding there is responsibility behind that power, to 
be part of that defense force, who can save other people's lives. Now, that's not only physical, that's also 
spiritual, too. 
 
That's why the culture of Cheon Il Guk is at the very core, and that's why it's so important. We talked 
about it this week, with the entire church movement. That the church international movement, even in 
Korea, you have to have the Constitution established here. Kook Jin Nim was explaining with them. We 
were talking with them. It's embracing those things that Father was doing. Look at what Father was doing 
in Korea. He said Cheju Island must become a hunting and fishing capitol. Cheju Island is like the beach 
area, it's like the honeymoon resort area of Korea; and, Cheju Island has to become a hunting area and a 
fishing area. That in Yeosu, he was building not only fish farms, but he was developing boar hunting, 
wild boar hunting there. 
 
Now, if you're a lunatic leftist, or you've been indoctrinated in the public schools, in the government 
schools under Marxist professors, you're going to think, "Oh, my God. That's like so barbaric." Why? 
Because the elitists want you to believe you a weak. They never want you to have contact to actual power 
like that. They don't want you to learn to how to skin a buck and hunt something; because, why? If by 
chance you get angry, you may start hunting them. You see that? They don't want you to know how to 
hunt stuff. They want you to be weak, into your video games and pathetic, in a masturbation cult jacking 
off to pornos all day. "Oh, okay, you can do that. It's fine, it's fine. Don't you learn how to hunt 
something." Father was already establishing that in Korea, when everybody thought it was insane, he was 
saying, we have to make pig hunting, Nodo Hunting. Nodo is a small little deer in Korea. They don't have 
big deer. They have small deer. He was creating the fishing workshops and the competitions, which of 
course, fishing is hunting. If you're hunting, you're hunting fish. It's not no different. I've done both. I 
realize, they're the same. They're pretty much the same. I used to think they were different, but they're 
kind of the same. 
 
Why is it important for God's people to understand that realm? We were meeting with Kook Jin Hyung 
and myself. We were meeting with friends here in this area. Nice guys from this area; and, I felt ashamed 
this time, when I met them. I felt like Wow! These guys know something about hunting. I'm not a huge 
hunter. I'm into choking necks and breaking arms, but huh, I'm not a huge hunter. I've hunted. I know how 
to skin a buck, I know how to skin animals. I know how to catch animals, but I'm not huge. Talking to 
these guys, I realized, Wow! They up my hunting game. I got to up my hunting game; because, the more I 
think about it, having a culture where people grew up hunting and fishing, and I look at the whole group 
of people in this area, they are hunters and fisherman. They are so red blooded Conservative people. They 
understand the real power of a firearm. They understand what it means to take a life, and the seriousness 
of that, because they do it. They know you can't just spray mass amounts of bullets and just like mow 
people down. 
 
It's the people who never did that, who become predators, and who want to exert this power, which 
they've never been able to naturally wheel, and see actually how scary it is; who want it and lust after it, 
and who want to create a system to put that over everybody. It's the common farmer, the common hunter, 
the common man and woman, who knows actually how to kill, who realizes, "Wow, I really don't want to 
kill people." Now, I will kill if my life is threatened, my children are threatened and/or my nation is 
threatened; but, I don't want to do it as a sport. Why? Because they know how to kill. 
 



 

 

It's interesting in the Bible, the lion will lay down with the lamb. It didn't say the lion will lay down with 
the wolves. Jesus referred to the predator class as the wolf class, the wolves. No, he said the lion will lay 
down with the lamb. In fact, the lion will not only lay down with the lamb…They interpret that has Oh, 
Jesus was a vegetarian. I'm not joking. I'm not joking. You have leftist Christians interpreting the lion 
becomes vegetarian. There will be no more animal predation. You think I'm joking? I'm not joking. The 
lion, it doesn't say he pulls his teeth out. The lion doesn't eat meat anymore. It says the lion will lay down 
with the lamb. He's not there to become a vegetarian. He is there standing with the lamb, protecting the 
lamb from the wolves. He is there giving the lambs power, power. He's letting the lambs have the power 
of his claws and his teeth. He is giving them power by being with them; and, he doesn't stand or sit with 
the wolves. 
 
That's really the breakdown. Christianity has not been able to understand how the Kingdom will come, 
how come the Lord hasn't returned, yet, in the cloud? They don't know; but, now we can see the 
Kingdom. We can see what it means when the Bible says, the lion will lay down with the lamb. It's not 
going to lay down with the predator class, like the Catholic Church wants us to believe. I'm sorry, there's 
a lot of great Catholics, but that hierarchy is evil, I'm sorry to say. It is wicked evil, hiding pedophilia, you 
know, protecting their people, the raping of nuns. It's just totally wicked; and, also, standing with the UN, 
and wanting to do this whole climate scare with the UN the Pope's wanting to do. It's just wicked. He's 
saying there's no Islamic radical terrorism. Give me a break! 
 
Now, normal Catholics are great. The leadership is satanic; and, it the same thing. It's the same with the 
Chinese. Normal people are great. Their leadership is satanic. Normal white people, British people, 
European people, American people, they're great. Their leadership is Satanists. Normal Muslims, they're 
just trying to westernize. They're just trying to live for their family. They don't read the Koran; nor, do the 
Judeo-Christian culture. They are just part of the western culture. They're not into all this craziness; but, 
the super elites, oh, they're into it. Very evil. 
 
That is so important that the body of Christ is able to see these things, to realize who the true enemy is. 
It's not black, white. It's not rich, poor, no. It's the lambs versus the predators; and, when the lambs stands 
with the Lion of Judah. That means the Second Coming. Remember, the Lion of Judah is the Second 
Coming. Jesus was the Lamb at the First Coming. He comes back as a Lion, which means the lambs, who 
has been saved by the Lamb. Remember, the Christians have to stand with the Lion, who is the Lord of 
the Second Advent, who then will give them power, and give them protection, and give them the ability to 
vanquish Satan's Kingdoms, they have to stay and stand with the Lion. When they are able to do that, 
we're able to see the coming of Cheon Il Guk, we're able to see what the coming of the Cheon Il Guk 
Constitution means. We're able to see what kind of civilization he will create. 
 
So many things going on, folks. We have Korea. Please pray for Korea, today. Please pray for all those 
brothers and sisters, who are here praising God. So many things going on. So many intense battles; but, in 
the end, this is not against flesh and blood, but against principalities and powers. Rulers of the darkness of 
this world. Satanists, real Satanists channeling Satan. Not all religions are the same. There is one way, one 
truth, one life. His name is Jesus Christ. He is the returning Lord. He is "the way, the truth and the life." 
Through him, we will see the Cheon Il Guk Constitution. Through him, we will see the Kingdom of God. 
Let's all rise. SOS come on up. Let's finish, after preparing to read the Cheon Seong Gyeong Scripture. 
 
CSG 663 
 

We have not restored the original homeland. As such, we have lost the homeland of our original 
hometown, by which we mean God's Kingdom on earth. When speaking of God's Kingdom, we 
are referring to that which is on earth and that which is in heaven. 

 
Three major elements are required to establish a nation: first sovereignty, next territory, and then 
citizenry. 
 
We pray for these three things: Sovereignty, Territory and Citizenry in the Kingdom of God. Amen. Aju! 
 
 


